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                        T. REX BEGINS PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY

RELEASING SPRING 2024



From the team behind the NSF-supported prehistoric hits Dinosaurs Alive, Titans of the Ice Age, and Dinosaurs of Antarctica comes the planet’s most famous dinosaur—the hit-maker, the headliner, the apex attraction—TYRANNOSAURUS REX.

Giant Screen Films is thrilled to announce that principal photography has officially commenced on its newest ground-trembling dinosaur adventure – T. REX. Backplate filming is underway in New Zealand, with additional shoots planned for North America in the coming months.

For over a hundred years dinosaurs have inspired and thrilled audiences, commanding blockbuster status in museums and at the box office. But among them towers a king—a tyrant lizard king. With leaps in CGI wizardry and revolutions in tyrannosaur paleontology over the past twenty five years, the time has come to revisit rex in the world’s prestigious museum cinemas.

Working with top tyrannosaur scientists, a coalition of natural history institutions, and pioneering paleo and visual effects artists, GSF’s original giant screen production on this iconic dinosaur—and its carnivorous Cretaceous cousins—aims to be the most dazzling and accurate T. rex documentary ever made.

With hat tips to famous specimens, landmark discoveries, and wild cinematic depictions over the last century, the film will explore the interplay between speculation and evidence, and reveal how the process of science refreshes and reimagines our understanding of this legendary dinosaur.

“We’re eager to bring T. rex back to life in fun and surprising ways,” says David Clark, Director. “The film will be covering a lot of new territory while delivering on the promise of a T. rex cinematic experience— the dinky arms, T. rex super senses, tyrannosaur fights, pack hunts, young rexlings, a climactic face-off with a three-horned nemesis, giant pterosaurs, the extinction cataclysm, and much, much more.”

“T. rex has long been an A-list film star, so our approach is to shine a new light on this animal, this ultimate predator: how it evolved over 100 million years, how it grew from a puppy-sized hatchling to a hulking carnivore in its lifetime, and why this particular species rose to iconic status over the 20th century,” adds Andy Wood, Producer. “Along the way, we’ll meet a remarkable cast of supporting characters, animals that inhabited Hell Creek in the presence of the Tyrant King. This family-friendly film will present thrilling new ideas to all audiences, including the most devoted dino enthusiasts.”



T. REX roars into theaters in late spring 2024. The film will be supported with a suite of curricular materials and merchandise, including a companion graphic novel, educator packages, social extensions, action figures, and more.

For pre-leasing and production coalition inquiries, please contact Giant Screen Films.

WINNER! 

BEST FILM

BEST VISUAL EFFECTS

GSF is honored and thrilled to have received the GSCA Film Awards for Best Film and Best Visual Effects!

We want to acknowledge the tremendous production and logistical support provided by the National Science Foundation, as well as the expertise and creativity of our science advisers, who helped us tell the story of their incredible research. Many thanks as well to our partners in New Zealand, without whom the film’s stunning prehistoric locations would not have been discovered or accessed.

“We owe a very special thanks to BUF Visual Effects and JF Tremblay – whose VFX team brought a very eclectic cast of prehistoric beasts to life, with extreme scientific rigor and oversight by dozens of academic advisors,” said Don Kempf, President and Founder of GSF. “Thanks to our director Dave Clark, and to our producing/writing team of Andy Wood and Deborah Raksany, our line producer Rob Grzymala, and to our director of photography Reed Smoot. Huge thanks to our post-production maestro, Rick Gordon and to Brian Eimer for the amazing and otherworldly soundscapes and mix. Our composer Cody Westheimer delivered a truly evocative score. Fotokem and Legend provided their usual post wizardry.”

We are grateful to our many education and outreach partners and to Discovery Place for the development of our educator’s guide. We also appreciate our many leasing museums, a list that has grown to over 80 markets worldwide. Despite the challenges of the past couple of years, the feedback and performance metrics from the film’s runs so far have been spectacular. Lastly, we appreciate the GSCA voters for this wonderful recognition!

Contact GSF to lease DINOSAURS OF ANTARCTICA.



ABOUT THE FILM

From the Permian through the Jurassic, journey to the south polar landscapes of Antarctica hundreds of millions of years ago. Roam the primitive forest and thick swamps with bizarre dinosaurs and colossal amphibians. Enter a surreal world of bug-eyed giants and egg-laying mammals – where survival means enduring the sunless, six-month polar winter surrounded by meat-eaters with night vision. Join intrepid Antarctic scientists on a quest to understand the ice continent’s profound transformation over deep time — investigating the parallels and differences between prehistoric climate events and human-triggered warming today.

Welcome to the lost prehistoric world of Gondwana…

…WELCOME TO ANTARCTICA.

Top Gun: Maverick Memorial Day Launch, International Tensions Reinforce Relevant and Timely Themes of Aircraft Carrier: Guardian of the Seas

Top Gun: Maverick will be launching on Memorial Day weekend and is already poised to become one of Hollywood’s largest blockbusters in years. In addition, recent world events have reinforced the critical need for a strong national defense, and served as an important reminder of the necessary role that the military plays in providing for our collective peace and security. As such, we thought it timely to thank all of those theaters that have successfully run Aircraft Carrier: Guardian of the Seas to date, and to encourage those who have not to consider it for a run in the months and years ahead.

“The central themes of Aircraft Carrier are that ‘we should all sail together and come home safely’ and that ‘we cannot wage another world war as the next war is unwinnable,’” noted Stephen Low, director. “Given the world events that have transpired over the past several months, these themes are more relevant now than ever, and the film provides key insights for museum audiences into how important it is that the world’s political and military leaders work together to advance these existential goals.”

“Aircraft Carrier is an inspiring film that showcases the incredible people and technology of today’s Navy. The film highlights the diversity of the servicemen and women who work tirelessly on these vessels and the pride and dedication of their families back home. A favorite scene is seeing how the aircraft catapult works to launch and then catch the jets as they take off and land from the deck. Our guests love this film!” said Jackie Mollet, Managing Director of the Saint Louis Science Center.

For more fun and excitement, Science Spectrum, which will be opening the film for a full summer run beginning Memorial Day weekend, follows up Hollywood with an invitation to see the real top guns – “After you’ve seen Hollywood, now come see the real Top Guns, Aircraft Carrier: Guardian of the Seas,“ said Sandy Henry, President of Science Spectrum.

Aircraft Carrier is a large-format, immersive film packed with adrenaline-laced visuals and human stories that pay stirring tribute to the crucial role modern aircraft carriers play in maintaining the freedom of the seas, and keeping the sea lanes open for commerce.

Contact us to discuss opportunities to engage your local communities throughout the year. In addition to full runs, we are also open to special engagements surrounding Memorial Day, Independence Day and Veteran’s Day!

Available in digital 2D, 3D, 15/70, 25-minute and 40-minute versions. Contact GSF for more information and to book the film for your venue!



 

CELEBRATE THE “SUMMER OF DINOSAURS” WITH DINOSAURS OF ANTARCTICA!

Welcome to the “Summer of Dinosaurs”! Dinosaurs of Antarctica has already roared into select cities around the world and will continue to dominate with dozens of additional theaters opening the film over the coming months. Popular interest in dinosaurs is stronger than ever with the upcoming release of Jurassic World Dominion this June, providing a perfect opportunity for theaters and institutions to encourage their local communities to come experience their dinosaur exhibits and see Dinosaurs of Antarctica on the giant screen!

Kids love dinosaurs and Dinosaurs of Antarctica offers awesome larger than life stories and action, featuring newly discovered animals and real life adventuring paleontologists. Take advantage of the buzz (or roars) and feature Dinosaurs of Antarctica prominently on your screen this summer and beyond.

Contact GSF for access to new social media assets and videos to supercharge promotional efforts throughout the summer!



ABOUT THE FILM

From the Permian through the Jurassic, journey to the south polar landscapes of Antarctica hundreds of millions of years ago. Roam the primitive forest and thick swamps with bizarre dinosaurs and colossal amphibians. Enter a surreal world of bug-eyed giants and egg-laying mammals – where survival means enduring the sunless, six-month polar winter surrounded by meat-eaters with night vision. Join intrepid Antarctic scientists on a quest to understand the ice continent’s profound transformation over deep time — investigating the parallels and differences between prehistoric climate events and human-triggered warming today.

Welcome to the lost prehistoric world of Gondwana…

…WELCOME TO ANTARCTICA.

EXHIBITOR TESTIMONIALS

With over 75 markets launching by spring/summer 2022, institutional cinemas around the world are gearing up to premiere the highly anticipated Dinosaurs of Antarctica. Select markets have opened the film during the pandemic, and, despite capacity restrictions, the audience reaction and box office success have been outstanding!



“Despite a 50% pandemic capacity restriction in the theater, Dinosaurs of Antarctica surpassed attendance of our 2019 [pre-pandemic] summer schedule, an astonishing accomplishment! Audiences are loving this movie…an awesome dinosaur + adventure + climate story to inspire future paleontologists!”

Darren Durocher, Manager, IMAX Theatre, TELUS World of Science, Edmonton

 

“Dinosaurs of Antarctica delivered our best two-week holiday period in 14 years! Museum and film joint package sales have skyrocketed, delivering us a record capture rate. Audience response has been fantastic and we have no doubt the film will continue to perform well into the future.”

Richard Morrison, General Manager, IMAX Melbourne

 

“Outstanding! Capturing DOUBLE the attendance of the other titles on the schedule. The science is perfectly on-mission and the dinosaurs are a hit.”

Alexis Mckee, Director of AV/IT, San Diego Natural History Museum

 

“This film is like no other dino doc we’ve seen. Audiences come to meet the prehistoric animals – which are awesome – and leave the theater with a new appreciation for climate science. Exactly the kind of film museums need to exhibit.”

Mara Naiditch, Associate VP of Marketing, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County

 

“It was worth the wait! After almost 10 years, dinosaurs are back on our giant screen. Dinosaurs of Antarctica is a wonderful science and adventure story for audiences of all ages.”

Amanda Bennett, Director of Marketing & Communications, Denver Museum of Nature & Science

 

“Kids and parents are impressed by the story and love the adventure. Dinosaurs of Antarctica is a great film! It’s a GIANT film!“

Alexandra van der Zee, Marketing and Programs, Omniversum, The Hague

              

“Dinosaurs of Antarctica definitely increased theater attendance! We’re sure to continue with sell-out crowds.”

Sandy Henry, President, Science Spectrum, Lubbock

 

“A film truly fitting for the giant screen. Great CGI and a great science story.”

Tony Hardy, Giant Screen Theater Manager, Museum of Science and History, Memphis           

 

“Our visitors absolutely love dinosaurs and Dinosaurs of Antarctica is the perfect complement to our dinosaur-themed programming.”

Chris Demko, Omnitheater & Immersive Media Manager, Science Museum of Minnesota

 

WATCH THE TRAILER

MAJOR FUNDING PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM



ABOUT THE FILM

From the Permian through the Jurassic, journey to the south polar landscapes of Antarctica hundreds of millions of years ago. Roam the primitive forest and thick swamps with bizarre dinosaurs and colossal amphibians. Enter a surreal world of bug-eyed giants and egg-laying mammals – where survival means enduring the sunless, six-month polar winter surrounded by meat-eaters with night vision. Join intrepid Antarctic scientists on a quest to understand the ice continent’s profound transformation over deep time — investigating the parallels and differences between prehistoric climate events and human-triggered warming today.

Welcome to the lost prehistoric world of Gondwana…

…WELCOME TO ANTARCTICA.

DINOSAURS OF ANTARCTICA Outreach and Engagement

As the pandemic begins to lift, institutional cinemas around the world are gearing up to launch Dinosaurs of Antarctica over the coming year and, thanks to support from the National Science Foundation, the film’s robust outreach and engagement rollout is taking shape. With over 100 markets launching by spring 2022, GSF is busy lining up virtual and in-person appearances with the star scientists and the author of the companion comic book. Contact GSF to plan film-related programs and learn more about grant funding to offset costs.

For more information about the film, science, team, marketing/curricular assets and outreach plan, we invite you to watch (and share with your colleagues) our short project overview video, and/or jump to the following segments:

WATCH VIDEO

Password: GSFDofA

00:00 Introduction to DINOSAURS OF ANTARCTICA | Team and Science

02:50 Behind-the-scenes | Creative Team, Visual FX

04:35 Marketing Highlights | Technical Firsts, Market Response

05:55 Outreach & Engagement | Live & Virtual Appearances, NSF Support

07:35 Resources | Social & Educational Assets, Companion Graphic Novel, Upcoming Activity

WATCH THE TRAILER

MAJOR FUNDING PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM
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REMOTE EXPLORERS PROGRAM LAUNCHES ON WORLD ANTARCTICA DAY

NSF-FUNDED INITIATIVE OFFERS VIRTUAL PROGRAMS AND RESOURCES

Thanks to a generous supplement to our grant from the National Science Foundation, GSF is pleased to launch our Dinosaurs of Antarctica Remote Explorers Program. This expanded outreach effort is designed to help our theater partners keep families and learners engaged during this challenging time.

The initiative is kicking off on World Antarctica Day, December 1, to celebrate the treaty that protects the continent for international science collaboration. Partners are hosting a variety of film-related virtual events, including members’ sneak peek screenings with scientist Q&A panels, online teacher workshops, and distinguished lecture programs. Coloring sheets and simple home activities are available to share via social media and web.

Coming in 2021, GSF will release a variety of exciting new film-related resources, including an Ultra HD dinosaur-themed digital series with learning activities for home and school, and a robust social media kit.

Contact your GSF representative to take advantages of mini grants provided by the NSF to support digital engagement this winter and spring.

The first original large format dinosaur film in over a decade, Dinosaurs of Antarctica is an epic chronicle of a prehistoric world now lost to ice. From glaciers to Glacialisaurus, the film introduces audiences to the amazing and bizarre prehistoric creatures that inhabited Antarctic forests and swamps hundreds of millions of years ago—and the scientists on a quest to uncover them.

For more information, please reach out to project PI, Deborah Raksany, draksany@gsfilms.com, or contact your own theater representative.

WATCH THE TRAILER

MAJOR FUNDING PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM
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NSF Funds Expanded Outreach Initiative for DINOSAURS OF ANTARCTICA

Thanks to a generous supplement to our grant from the National Science Foundation, GSF is quickly moving into production on an expanded outreach program to keep families and learners engaged with theater partners online. Designed to support our upcoming release, Dinosaurs of Antarctica, this initiative will provide exhibitors with exciting new resources including an Ultra HD dinosaur-themed digital series with engaging learning activities; a robust social media kit; and virtual screenings and programs that our partners can share at no cost. These tools and activities can support outreach to members, families, educators, and more.

WATCH THE TRAILER

“This topic has huge appeal to lifelong learners, and aligns with a variety of STEM content—from climate to careers in science,” said Karen Elinich, Co-PI on the project and an expert in digital technologies for learning. “We hope these new resources will be fun and useful as our theater partners engage their audiences online and position Dinosaurs of Antarctica for a strong launch in 2021.”

The first original large format dinosaur film in over a decade, Dinosaurs of Antarctica is an epic chronicle of a prehistoric world now lost to ice. From glaciers to Glacialisaurus, the film introduces audiences to the amazing and bizarre prehistoric creatures that inhabited Antarctic forests and swamps hundreds of millions of years ago—and the scientists on a quest to uncover them.

A limited number of mini grants are available to partners willing to support evaluation of this new program. For more information, please reach out to project PI, Deborah Raksany, draksany@gsfilms.com, or contact your own theater representative.

MAJOR FUNDING PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM
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DINOSAURS OF ANTARCTICA Wide Release Moved to February 2021

After meaningful consultation with many of our museum partners, and based on the realities of the Covid-19 pandemic, GSF has decided to move the release of its highly anticipated large-format film Dinosaurs of Antarctica to February 2021.

“Obviously these are challenging times, but we are grateful to the many theaters—over 80 to date—who have signed on to run the film in early 2021 and beyond,” said Don Kempf, President of GSF. “We had an outstanding screening at the GSCA spring conference, and as a result have added to the list of theaters running the film during our new launch window.”

Dinosaurs of Antarctica is an epic chronicle of a prehistoric world now lost to ice, a 250 million-year odyssey from the Permian ice age through the warm and lush Age of Dinosaurs – and back again to the frozen desert we know today. The film received major funding by the National Science Foundation.

“We are excited to take full advantage of the NSF educational and outreach initiatives going forward, with schools, camps and other groups returning to museums in the spring and summer, historically the high-season for field trips,” said Andy Wood, Senior Vice President of GSF. “All of the activity that was planned for 2020 will simply be shifted to 2021 and beyond. Furthermore we are taking this year to produce a suite of additional promotional and marketing assets to augment what was already primed to be an outstanding launch.”

Film buyers in the museum cinema network are enthusiastic about the film – the first original giant screen dinosaur film in over a decade – and its crowd-pleasing potential.

“After almost 10 years, dinosaurs are coming back to our giant screen, and it will be well worth the wait! Dinosaurs of Antarctica is a wonderful science and adventure story for audiences of all ages.”

Amanda Bennett, Vice President of Marketing at Denver Museum of Nature & Science

“This film is like no other dinosaur doc we’ve seen. Audiences come to meet the prehistoric animals – which are awesome – and leave the theater with a new appreciation for climate science. Exactly the kind of film museums need to exhibit.”

Mara Naiditch, Associate Vice President, Marketing and Enterprise at the Natural History Museums of Los Angeles County

“This is a film that is truly fitting for the giant screen. I screened the film at GSCA; the film is a great science story and has an abundance of exceptional CGI dinosaurs on screen.”

Tony Hardy, Manager, CTI 3D Giant Theater at the Pink Palace Museum in Memphis

WATCH THE TRAILER
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GSF Adds Spanish and French Versions to Free Streaming Titles

With the temporary closure of many schools as well as institutions like yours, GSF is committed to our shared educational mission. We’re pleased to support your efforts to connect with your audiences and provide remote learning experiences, and wanted to remind you that we have made three of our films (Mummies: Secrets of the Pharaohs, Dinosaurs Alive!, and Wild Ocean) available for streaming at no cost through June 15, and their accompanying educational guides (in English) can also be downloaded at no cost. We’ve already logged thousands of views of these titles, and we’re glad to see that our films can provide meaningful informal learning opportunities for kids and families.

Each film is now available in English, Spanish and French through the Vimeo links provided below. These can be reposted on your own institutional websites and social media, and we’ve provided some helpful graphics and descriptions HERE.

We wish the best for you and your families as we all navigate this challenging time, and look forward to working with you once you reopen your doors to the community. In the meantime, stay healthy, stay safe and stay home!

With sincere appreciation,

The Giant Screen Films team.



Part historic journey and part forensic adventure, Mummies: Secrets of the Pharaohs follows researchers and explorers as they piece together the archaeological and genetic clues of Egyptian mummies. Through ambitious computer graphics and dramatic reconstructions, the film tells the story of one of the greatest finds in modern history: the late 19th century discovery of a cache of forty mummies, including twelve Kings of Egypt, among them the legendary Rameses the Great. Narrated by Christopher Lee. 

Click HERE to watch in English

Click HERE to watch in Spanish

Click HERE to watch in French

Dinosaurs Alive! is a global adventure of science and discovery – featuring the earliest dinosaurs of the Triassic Period to the monsters of the Cretaceous, “reincarnated” life-sized for the giant screen. Audiences will journey with some of the world’s preeminent paleontologists as they uncover evidence that the descendants of dinosaurs still walk (or fly) among us. Narrated by Michael Douglas. 

Click HERE to watch in English

Click HERE to watch in Spanish

Click HERE to watch in French

Wild Ocean is an award-winning, action-packed adventure exploring the interplay between man and our endangered ocean ecosystem. The film highlights one of nature’s greatest migration spectacles, plunging viewers into an underwater feeding frenzy, an epic struggle for survival where whales, sharks, dolphins, seals, gannets and billions of fish collide with the most voracious sea predator, mankind.

Click HERE to watch in English

Click HERE to watch in Spanish

Click HERE to watch in French
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